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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Big news for the Brain Masseur — interviewed by Todd Starnes 4 
about my newest book, God's War: Why Christians Should Rule 5 
the World. Hopefully I will share that with you today. 6 
Some expected but nevertheless disturbing reaction to my book 7 
from the antichrist left. 8 
They impeached, sort of. The "sort of Impeachment of President 9 
Trump." Why won't Nancy send the articles of impeachment to the 10 
Senate? 11 
The Dems are smiling just like idiots (idiotes) do when making 12 
fools of themselves.  13 
And Christianity Today comes out in support of impeachment — 14 
actually, worse, in support of Trump being removed from office. 15 
This was Graham's baby, all grown up. Happily, his son, Franklin 16 
Graham, is opposed to impeachment and has a very clear head on 17 
this matter. Of course, this brings up the question of whether 18 
Evangelical Christians can support Trump's presidency and bid for 19 
reelection in 2020, a topic I am particularly well suited to address 20 
— my friends, it's time for your Brain Massage. 21 
[TRUTH] 22 
First, let's take a look at the impeachment and then at the question 23 
raised by Christianity Today with their editorial calling for 24 
Trump's removal from office. 25 
As you know, December 19th, 2019, the House voted to adopt two 26 
articles of impeachment. 27 
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The first is Abuse of Power, and the second is Obstruction of 28 
Congress. 29 
The sole support for these articles of impeachment arise from the 30 
back and forth between the Executive and the Legislative branches 31 
over allegations that President Trump attempted to pressure the 32 
Ukrainian president to "dig up dirt" on his political opponent, Joe 33 
Biden. 34 
The proof for this is the transcript of a phone conversation 35 
between Trump and Zelensky in which Trump asked Zelensky to 36 
do US a favor and look into the concerns we have about Joe Biden's 37 
involvement in pressuring then Ukraine President Yushchenko to 38 
fire the prosecutor that was looking into to allegations of 39 
corruption against a company Joe's son, Hunter Biden, worked for 40 
in Ukraine.  41 
The proof for the allegation that Joe Biden openly threatened 42 
Ukraine's then president to withhold 1 billion in loan guarantees 43 
unless he fired the prosecutor is Joe Biden's open boast that this is 44 
what he did. You've probably heard this, but, if not, here is the 45 
smoking gun proof: then Vice President Joe Biden confessing to 46 
pressuring the Ukraine president with the threat of withholding 1 47 
billion in loan guarantees— 48 
[INSERT 1—59 seconds] 49 
Incidentally, the prosecutor Biden wanted fired was looking into 50 
corruption charges against Burisma, a company that was paying his 51 
son, Hunter Biden, 50k+ a month to do nothing, at least according 52 
to Hunter's own testimony. So! You figure that out! 53 
Now, I'll read the "proof" the Democrats have presented showing 54 
that Trump pressured the present Ukrainian president to 55 
investigate Joe Biden for what Joe Biden confessed that he did —  56 
From Air Force One, President Trump on the phone with 57 
President Zelensky. Because of time restraints, I'll read only those 58 
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portions that bear directly upon our concern, but the entire 59 
transcript is available in my show notes posted with the show every 60 
Friday on our website: brainmassage.net.  61 
After some mutual congratulations and appropriate friendly 62 
exchanges, (Skip [-]) 63 

[Trump: Congratulations on a great victory. We all watched 64 
from the United States and you did a terrific job. The way you 65 
came from behind, somebody who wasn't given much of a 66 
chance, and you ended up winning easily. It’s a fantastic 67 
achievement. Congratulations.  68 

Zelenskyy: You are absolutely right Mr. President. We did win 69 
big and we worked hard for this. We worked a lot but I would 70 
like to confess to you that I had an opportunity to learn from 71 
you. We used quite a few of your skills and knowledge and 72 
were able to use it as an example tor our elections -and.yes it 73 
is-true that these were unique elections. We we’re in a unique 74 
situation that we were able to achieve a unique success. I'm able 75 
to tell you the following; the first time you called me to 76 
congratulate me when I won my presidential election, and the 77 
second time you are now calling me when my party won the 78 
parliamentary election. I think I should run more often so you can 79 
call me more often and we can talk over the phone more often.  80 

Trump: [laughter] That's a very good idea. I think your country is 81 
very happy about that.  82 

Zelenskyy: Well yes, to tell you the truth, we are trying to work 83 
hard because we wanted to drain the swamp here in our country. 84 
We brought in many many new people. Not the old politicians, not 85 
the typical politicians, because we want to have a new format and 86 
a new type of government..You are a great teacher for us and in 87 
that.  88 
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Trump: Well it is very nice of you to say that. I will say that we do 89 
a lot for Ukraine. We spend a lot of effort and a lot of time. Much 90 
more than the European countries are doing and they should be 91 
helping you more than they are. Germany does almost nothing for 92 
you. All they do is talk and I think it's something that you should 93 
really ask them about.

 
When I was speaking to Angela Merkel she 94 

talks Ukraine, but she doesn't do anything. A lot of the European 95 
countries are the same way so I think it's something you want to 96 
look at but the United States has been very, very good to Ukraine. I 97 
wouldn't say that it's reciprocal necessarily because things are 98 
happening that are not good but the United States has been very, 99 
very good to Ukraine.  100 

Zelenskyy: Yes you are absolutely right. Not only 100%, but 101 
actually 1000% and I can tell you the following; I did talk to 102 
Angela Merkel and I did meet with her. I also met and talked with 103 
Macron and I told them that they are not doing quite as much as 104 
they need to be doing on the issues with the sanctions. They are not 105 
enforcing the sanctions. They are not working as much as they 106 
should work for Ukraine. It turns out that even though logically, 107 
the European Union should be our biggest partner but technically 108 
the United States is a much bigger partner than the European 109 
Union and- I'm very grateful to you for that because the United 110 
States is doing quite a lot for Ukraine. Much more than the 111 
Eropean Union especially when we are talking about sanctions 112 
against the Russian Federation. I would also like to thank you for 113 
your great support in the area of defense. We are ready to continue 114 
to cooperate for the next steps. Specifically we are almost ready to 115 
buy more Javelins from the United States for defense purposes.]  116 

Trump-1: I would like you to do us a favor though because our 117 
country has been through a lot and Ukraine knows a lot about it. I 118 
would like you to find out what happened with this whole situation 119 
with Ukraine, they say Crowdstrike... I guess you have one of your 120 
wealthy people... The server, they say Ukraine has it. There are a 121 
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lot of things that went on, the whole situation; I think you’re 122 
surrounding yourself with some of the same people. I would like to 123 
have the Attorney General call you or your people and I would like 124 
you to get to the bottom of it. As you saw yesterday, that whole 125 
nonsense ended with a very poor performance by a man named 126 
Robert Mueller, an incompetent performance, but they say a lot of 127 
it started with Ukraine. Whatever you can do, it's very important 128 
that you do it if that's possible.  129 

Zelenskyy: Yes, it is very important for me and everything that 130 
you just mentioned earlier. [For me as a President, it is very 131 
important and we are open for any future cooperation. We are 132 
ready to open a new page on cooperation in relations between the 133 
United States and Ukraine. For that purpose, I just recalled our 134 
ambassador from United States and he will be replaced by a very 135 
competent and very experienced ambassador who will work hard 136 
on making sure that our two nations are getting closer. I would 137 
also like and hope to see him having your trust and your 138 
confidence and have personal relations with you so we can

 
139 

cooperate even more so] I will personally tell you that one of my 140 
assistants spoke with Mr. Giuliani just recently and we are 141 
hoping very much that Mr. Giuliani will be able to travel to 142 
Ukraine and we will meet once he comes to Ukraine. [I just 143 
wanted to assure you once again that you have nobody but friends 144 
around us. I will make sure that I surround myself with the best 145 
and most experienced people. I also wanted to tell you that we are 146 
friends. We are great friends and you Mr. President have friends in 147 
our country so we can continue our strategic partnership.] I also 148 
plan to surround myself with great people and in addition to 149 
that investigation, I guarantee as the President of Ukraine that 150 
all the investigations will be done openly and candidly. That I 151 
can assure you. 152 

Trump: Good because I heard you had a prosecutor who was very 153 
good and he was shut down and that's really unfair. A lot of people 154 
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are talking about that, the way they shut your very good prosecutor 155 
down and you had some very bad people involved. Mr. Giuliani is 156 
a highly respected man. He was the mayor of New York City, a 157 
great mayor, and I would like him to call you. I will ask him to call 158 
you along with the Attorney General. Rudy very much knows 159 
what's happening and he is a very capable guy. If you could speak 160 
to him that would be great. The former ambassador from the 161 
United States, the woman was bad news and the people she was 162 
dealing with in the Ukraine were bad news so I just want to let you 163 
know that.] The other thing, there's a lot of talk about Biden's 164 
son, that Biden stopped the prosecution and a lot of people 165 
want to find out about that so whatever you can do with the 166 
Attorney General would be great. Biden went around bragging 167 
that he stopped the prosecution so if you can look into it... It 168 
sounds horrible to me.  169 

Zelenskyy: I wanted to tell you about the prosecutor. First of all, I 170 
understand and I'm knowledgeable about the situation. Since we 171 
have it on the absolute majority in our Parliament; the next 172 
prosecutor general will be 100% my person, my candidate, who 173 
will be approved, by the parliament and will start a new prosecutor 174 
in September. He or she will look into the situation, specifically to 175 
the company that you mentioned in this issue. The issue of the 176 
investigation of the case is actually the issue of making sure to 177 
restore the honesty so we will take care of that and will work 178 
on the investigation of the case. On top of that, I would kindly 179 
ask you if you have any additional information that you can 180 
provide to us it would be very helpful for the investigation to 181 
make sure that we administer justice in our country with 182 
regard to the Ambassador to the United States from Ukraine 183 
as far as I recall her name was Ivanovich. It was great that you 184 
were the first one who told me that she was a bad ambassador 185 
because I agree with you 100%. Her attitude towards me was far 186 
from the best as she admired the previous President and she was 187 
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on his side. She would not accept  188 

Trump: Well, she's going to go through some things. I will. have 189 
Mr. Giuliani.give you a call and I am. also going to have Attorney 190 
General Barr call and we will get to the bottom of it. I'm sure you 191 
will figure it out. I heard the prosecutor was treated very badly 192 
and he was a very fair prosecutor so good luck with everything. 193 
Your economy is going to get better and better I predict. You have 194 
a lot of assets. It's a great country. I have many Ukrainian friends, 195 
they’re incredible people. 196 

Zlenskyy: I would like to tell you that I also have quite a few 197 
Ukrainian friends that live in the United States. Actually last time I 198 
traveled to the Unit'ed States, I stayed in New York near Central 199 
Park and I stayed at the Trump Tower. I will talk to them and I 200 
hope to see them again in the future. I also wanted to thank you for 201 
your invitation to visit the United States, specifically Washington 202 
DC. On the other hand, I also wanted assure you that we will. be 203 
very serious about the case and will work on the investigation. As 204 
to the economy, there is much potential for our two countries and 205 
one of the issues that is very important for Ukraine is energy 206 
independence. I believe we can be very successful and cooperating 207 
on energy independence with the United States. We are already 208 
working on cooperation. We are buying American oil but I am very 209 
hopeful for a future meeting. We will have more time and more 210 
opportunity to discuss these opportunities and get to know each 211 
other better. I would like to thank you very much for your support  212 

Trump: Good. Well, thank you very much and I appreciate that. I 213 
will tell Rudy and Attorney General Barr to call. Thank you. 214 
Whenever you would like to come to the White House, feel free to 215 
call. Give us a date and we'll work that out. I look forward to 216 
seeing you.  217 

Zelensyy: Thank you very much. I would be very happy to come 218 
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and would be happy to meet with you personally and get to know 219 
you better. I am looking forward to our meeting and I also would 220 
like to invite you to visit Ukraine and come to the city of Kyiv, 221 
which is a beautiful city. We have a beautiful country, which would 222 
welcome you. On the other hand, I believe that on September l we 223 
will be in Poland and we can meet in Poland hopefully. After that, 224 
it might be a very good idea for you to travel to Ukraine. We can 225 
either take my plane and go to Ukraine or we can take your plane, 226 
which is probably much better than mine.  227 

Trump: Okay, we can work that out. I look forward to seeing you 228 
in Washington and maybe in Poland because I think we are going 229 
to be there at that time.  230 

Zelenskyy: Thank you very much Mr. President.  231 

Trump: Congratulations on a fantastic job you've done. The whole 232 
world was watching. I'm not sure it was so much of an upset but 233 
congratulations.  234 

Zelenskyy: Thank you Mr. President bye-bye. 235 

So, in summary, the Democrats impeached Trump on the basis of 236 
their interpretation of what they suspect was Trump's intentions 237 
and based on the feeling others witnessed feeling when they read 238 
this, although they did not hear the conversation. But the same 239 
folks heard what you heard Biden admit to and they can't see quid 240 
or quo, so, you know — this is not about justice, it's about revenge, 241 
and about anger over losing an election, and about fear of losing 242 
power, and about fear of having their Regressive policies reversed, 243 
and about terror that Trump will "out" them for doing exactly what 244 
it is they are accusing Trump of. At the end of the day, the dark 245 
passions driving this anti-Trump hatred are, on the physical side, 246 
it's all a cover up to hide from justice, and on the spiritual side, it's 247 
all about rage against TRUTH, JUSTICE, and the AMERICAN (as 248 
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founded) WAY. That sounds trite, huh! Many have labored hard to 249 
make it so. "They" have sought to create an environment where 250 
such sentiments are ignored, mocked, despised, ridiculed. But 251 
think about that statement. TRUTH — that's the very foundation 252 
of liberty — Jesus said, The TRUTH would make you free. 253 
JUSTICE — the ongoing work to execute corrections against 254 
transgressions that violate our inalienable rights. And the 255 
AMERICAN WAY — the American way is that JESUS is the 256 
ONLY SUPREME SOVEREIGN, there is no KING but CHRIST, 257 
and God's LAW guides our culture and our legislation — the 258 
American Way is ONE NATION UNDER GOD.  259 
So, the Dems did it! We are not surprised; although we hoped 260 
more reasonable minds would prevail. Remember when Pelosi said 261 
she was not for impeachment without BI-PARTISAN SUPPORT? 262 
All impeachments in the past had wide bi-partisan support. Hah! 263 
Schiff ignored the rule of precedent in impeachment proceedings, 264 
and the LEFT did their usual dodge ball game with truth, bent the 265 
language of those rules into conclusions no one came to in the last 266 
two impeachment proceedings when the Republicans yielded 267 
considerable latitude to the Democrats in the proceedings — you 268 
understand that the Republicans did not read the rules the way 269 
Schiff twisted them — and he did it to justify shutting out the 270 
Republicans — because he did not want them bringing in witnesses 271 
of their own choosing — and the ruse of inviting the President to 272 
"testify" at their partisan controlled hearing and pretending this 273 
was a concession to concerns that he be treated fairly is an insult to 274 
our intelligence. That's like telling someone accused of a crime that 275 
he cannot have representation or even invite witnesses he chooses 276 
to defend him, but he can testify if he wants!  277 
Do you not know that in virtually every criminal case the accused 278 
is NEVER compelled to TESTIFY? 279 
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These guys have not left one single rule of decent jurisprudence 280 
unsoiled by their filthy, evil, deception and distortions. The 281 
wickedness prevailing in the Democrat party is palpable — beyond 282 
that — tangible — you can SEE it and FEEL it — Our cherished 283 
American values are being hammered and beaten and broken — 284 
You watched Adam Schiff bludgeon Lady Liberty — he has spat on 285 
her, kicked at her, cast his filth upon her — he is villain! He has 286 
trampled beneath his dirty feet innocent until proven guilty, the 287 
right of REPRESENTATION for the accused, the RIGHT OF THE 288 
ACCUSED to FACE HIS ACCUSER, the right to call witnesses on 289 
behalf of the accused, and he LIED, he purposely misrepresented 290 
the Presidents phone call, he read into the record a complete 291 
fabrication — and when called out, like the snake he is, he slithered 292 
quickly left of the blow saying, Oh, it was parody — it was a joke! 293 
Oh, so Schiff is clowning around with another man's character — 294 
using LIES to do it!  295 
Well, anyway, Pelosi has fallen! She was already pretty low, so the 296 
fall was not precipitous — but whatever integrity she had when she 297 
tried to fend off the raging lunatics of the left from driving the 298 
Democratic Party off the cliffs of insanity — is shattered on the 299 
shoals of hatred, greed, avarice, pride, arrogance, fear of men, fear 300 
of loss of power, and so she has fallen fully into the grip of evil. She 301 
said she would not move to impeach without bi-partisan support 302 
— but not only did she join with Schiff in a PURELY PARTISAN 303 
COUP ATTEMPT against Trump — they worked together to 304 
ENSURE the REPUBLICANS were virtually shut out of the 305 
process. 306 
Well, though disappointed, we are not surprised. That Christianity 307 
Today would come out and say right out loud in front of God and 308 
everybody that Evangelical Christians should join the Democrats 309 
in calling for Trump's removal from office, well, now, that was a 310 
surprise. Let's talk about that next. I'll be right back. 311 
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Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 312 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 313 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 314 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 315 
liberty. 316 
Those Dems did it! And they are very proud of themselves; just like 317 
idiotes who take pleasure in their own folly. The word idiot comes 318 
from Latin, which has its roots in the Greek idiotes — which 319 
basically means a person isolated in their own id. Remember, 320 
Freud made a big deal out of the Id. An Id-i-otes is someone lost in 321 
their Id. The id, remember, is made up of unconscious pyschic 322 
energy that drives the impulse to seek pleasure and reacts violently 323 
against any interference with that pleasure. (Now, in the interest of 324 
full disclosure, I'm drawing from insights discoverable only by 325 
those who have looked deeply into the sometimes-disturbing dark 326 
mind of Freud—haha!) Anyway, once again, you cannot assume I 327 
use words flippantly, casually, or with an intention of being mean. I 328 
use them because of their suitability to the point—and the POINT 329 
IS, Pelosi, Schiff, and the rest of the minions advancing this false 330 
narrative about Trump, are IDIOTES — persons so lost in their 331 
own Ids they can't see beyond what will give them immediate 332 
pleasure and that is the destruction of DEFECTOR TRUMP. That's 333 
right. Another reason they hate Trump is that he defected from 334 
their agenda, and grew beyond their control! 335 
But, rest, my brothers and sisters in TRUTH, JUSTICE, and the 336 
AMERICAN WAY! The matter cannot be decided until it is given 337 
to the Senate, and it appears Pelosi does not want to do that — 338 
probably because she knows it will turn into a defeat for them. It 339 
requires a 3/4 majority to convict on impeachment, and there is no 340 
reasonable way the Left can hope to pull that off. That does not 341 
mean you should not be concerned and PRAY — because, as we 342 
know, stranger things have happened. 343 
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But that takes us to the TRUTH — the Spirit in us is GREATER 344 
than the spirit that is in the world. JUSTICE — God is a God of 345 
justice, and if we TURN to HIM, we can expect Him to DELIVER 346 
us from UNREASONABLE and WICKED MEN and women. And 347 
the AMERICAN WAY — there are remnants of the American Way 348 
remaining — there are enough of us left to right this ship tipping 349 
left if we will ALL STAND UP — and MOVE RIGHT. 350 
And that takes me to the assault from inside the Christian 351 
community and Christianity Today's call for Trump to be removed 352 
from office. 353 
So, CT chimes in with their opinion that what Trump was doing in 354 
that phone call with Zelensky was an attempt "to use his political 355 
power to coerce a foreign leader to harass and discredit one of the 356 
president's political opponents." This, they aver, is not only a 357 
violation of the Constitution, it is "profoundly immoral."1 358 
They go farther, and allege that Trump has dumbed down the idea 359 
of morality in his administration, referring to those in his 360 
administration who have been fired and are now convicted 361 
criminals. And this jewel of Christian charity and honesty—"His 362 
twitter feed alone—with its habitual string of mischaracterizations, 363 
lies, and slanders—is a new perfect example of a human being who 364 
is morally lost and confused." 365 
This editor for Christianity Today further opines that in his 366 
opinion "the impeachment hearings have made it absolutely clear, 367 
in a way the Mueller investigation did not, that President Trump 368 
has abused his authority for personal gain and betrayed his 369 
constitutional oath. The impeachment hearings have illuminated 370 
the president's moral deficiencies for all to see." He refers to 371 
Trump's character as "grossly immoral." He says, "we are playing 372 
with a stacked deck of gross immorality and ethical incompetence." 373 

                                     
1 https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2019/december-web-only/trump-should-be-removed-from-office.html 
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And he gives a prophecy—"It will crash down on the reputation of 374 
evangelical religion and on the world's understanding of the gospel. 375 
And it will come crashing down on a nation of men and women 376 
whose welfare is also our concern." 377 
This, they aver, is not only a violation of the Constitution, it is 378 
"profoundly immoral."2 379 
There is so much wrong headed and wrong hearted about this that 380 
it is difficult to know where to begin. I'm going to begin addressing 381 
this now, but, wow, this is a time when I really wish I had an hour 382 
or a three hour slot — so I will continue my comments on this in a 383 
message Sunday night at 5 pm. This must be answered. 384 
Believe me, if you understood the biblical principles underlying 385 
God's dealings with nations, you would be able to see through this 386 
nonsense from a very confused Christian.  387 
The something you need to stop and consider if you are reading 388 
this, and it sounds plausible to you, is that this is the editor of 389 
Christianity TODAY — get my book, The New Cart Church and 390 
enough said. 391 
However, that is not enough for my show. So! As almost everyone, 392 
even non-Christians, will admit, Christianity TODAY is a mess. It 393 
has lost its authority because it has lost its spiritual integrity having 394 
capitulated to the world — and surrendered to feel good, ear 395 
tickling, pastors who feed themselves and not the flocks.  396 
Anyway, the second thing you need to notice is that this brother 397 
premises his argument on his opinions about Trump's behavior 398 
and actions. 399 
He should be ashamed of himself pretending he knows Trump's 400 
motivations in his call to Zelensky was to use his political power to 401 
coerce a foreign leader" to do anything. No reasonable person 402 

                                     
2 https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2019/december-web-only/trump-should-be-removed-from-office.html 
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could read this and say it shows and effort to COERCE anything 403 
out of anybody. It was a very mutually friendly conversation, and 404 
Trump asked Zelensky to do US A FAVOR — (isn't perfectly 405 
reasonable to assume, if we are going to assume, that Trump meant 406 
DO AMERICA A FAVOR and get this sorted out? The arrogance 407 
of this editor for Christianity TODAY is appalling. Who does he 408 
think he is to lay his own personal bias against the President — 409 
Now, I did not start there, maybe I should have, but here is the 410 
point, cause, I gotta close — the editor in chief of Christianity 411 
Today has an obvious bias and animus against Trump — Trump's 412 
tweet gall him, his mannerisms irritate this brother, it offends him 413 
that his President would be so crass, and unrefined—he equates 414 
what he considers crass behavior with unrighteous behavior — But 415 
I'm telling this is the same sort of Gracey Christian that would have 416 
been totally offended at Jesus several times during His ministry, 417 
they would have been deeply offended by the gruff manner of an 418 
Elijah. This kind of Christian could never handle a Samson, or an 419 
Elijah, or a Saviour who tells people they had better cut off their 420 
hands rather than to end up in hell fire where the fire is never 421 
quenched and the worm never dies. These guys repudiate Jesus 422 
every time they pretend to apologize for Him, and explain away his 423 
"coarse preaching style" — as when He railed on the Pharisees as 424 
hypocrites full of dead men's bones. My point is that Christianity 425 
TODAY is not the Christianity of pointed preaching Jesus, or Paul 426 
who called the Athenians superstitious.  427 
And that is too bad. But has it also degraded to accusing someone 428 
on the basis of suspicion, or an arrogant presumption they know 429 
someone's motives? Has this ridiculous editor said ONE WORD 430 
about BIDEN's OBVIOUS quid pro quo? Maybe it's because he 431 
does not have enough information about that to know whether 432 
Biden was actually attempting to COERCE A FOREIGN LEADER 433 
TO PROTECT THE INTERESTS OF HIS SON — and so, Okay! 434 
How then does this guy know Trump was trying to get dirt on his 435 
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political opponent? Have we heard anything from this character 436 
about Hillary's obvious obfuscations? This guy virtually dismisses 437 
the spectacle of egregious effrontery to justice we witnessed day 438 
after day in the impeachment proceedings with a, "well, okay, so 439 
Trump did not get a fair shake in the impeachment proceedings" 440 
— and he is not alarmed at the virtual destruction of almost all our 441 
cherished values that represented? But he gets stirred up enough 442 
about some Tweets that he is going to call for the President to be 443 
removed — a President that has done more for LIFE, for LIBERTY, 444 
and the PURSUIT of Happiness than any President in recent 445 
history. Well, I must go. See you in church! 446 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 447 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 448 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 449 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 450 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 451 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 452 
lights off? 453 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 454 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 455 
email. 456 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 457 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 458 


